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Long-term and short-term hotel in the city centre
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TypeResidential investment


Property ID#14903



Risk profileCore+, Value-Add


Date listed25 Mar 2024
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Property Details

Listed byBroker


StatusUnder offer


Size1,593.50 m²


Area typeGross area


Nr of units46


Price per unit1,004 €/m²


Yield5.00 %


Nr of tenants46


OwnershipFreehold





View fees



 XFees
Brokerage fee by Seller i3.00 %


Brokerage Fee by Buyer i0.00 %


Brokerage fee sharing to Listing user i1.50 %


Brokerage fee sharing by Cobroker(s) i1.00 %


Consorto fees i0.50 %


view commission rates in Europe




Investment Overview
The building is located in the city center. Not far from the hotel is the fast-growing neighborhood of Skanste, where, in addition to new apartment buildings, office and bank buildings, there are also sports and cultural complexes.

The total area of the building is 1593.5 m2
Usable area - 1192.8 m2
The area of the apartments is - 824.2 m2
The area of non-residential premises is 368.6 m2
Land plot - 925 m2

Currently, the property is operated as a long-term and short-term hotel with 46 rooms, of which 38 units are rented out for long-term rent, and 8 units are operated as hotel rooms.

Well-developed public transport provides easy access to the city center and other areas. Transport stops are located in the immediate vicinity of the assessed object. The object is suitable both for the sale of apartments and for carrying out business activities.

The building as a residential building with compact apartments was built in 1939, and in 2000-2001 the building was reconstructed into a 3-star Avitar Hotel, retaining the status of the building as a residential building.

On the second floor there are two small shops and rooms for a restaurant, as well as various types of auxiliary rooms in the basement.There are 20 parking spaces in the wide courtyard of the house.
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